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RE-OPENING THE WEST:
 
THOMAS JAMES, JOSIAH GREGG,
 

AND THE RHETORIC OF THE "PRAIRIE OCEAN"
 
by George L. Sebastian-Coleman
 

Frederick Jackson Turner posited 1890 as the "closing of the frontier" 
because population density figures in that year's census indicated that large tracts 
of uninhabited land no longer existed. This claim essentially restated the long
standing Anglo belief that the New World was originally "empty."J When Anglos 
did not simply ignore, underrate, or deliberately deny the existence of Native 
Americans, they relied on a rhetoric which elaimed that "primitive" peoples didn't 
COUnL as occupiers of land, and so had no claim 10 possession. At most, Anglos 
recognized Indian litle to villages and farms, but denied them larger claims to 
lerrilory because the Indians did nOl occupy the land full·time and so did not 
"possess" it-an argument based upon British common· law which ruled such land 
to be "common-land." In general, however, Anglos relied simply on the rhetoric 
of an "empty" continenL tll legitimate their acquisition of new terrilOry. 

Ironically, the creation of Indian Territory and the removal of eastern 
Indians to it in the 1830s marked the Anglos' recognition that America had not 
been "empty." But in emptying the East, the removals filled the West. The 
creation of Indian Territory granted these Indians legal possession of the land, 
negating the earlier rhetoric of non-occupation, and since Indian Territory was 
also conceived as being inviolable-Anglos were not to enter it, even in 
transit-this act effectively "closed" the frontier sixty years earlier than Turner 
would elaim.! De$pite Ihis, analyses of Anglo settlement have rarely noted any 
variance in the rhetorie of "manifest desliny' which Angbs utilize to legitimate 
their continent:tl expansion. However, the struggle 10 develop a new rhetoric of 
settlement to deal wilh the reality of a delimited and populated frontier is 
apparent in the eontrast between Thomas James's Three Yean- Among the 
Ak~-jc(]IIS and Illdians (1846), whieh retains the rhetoric of "eonquering the 
wilderness," and Josiah Gregg's Commerce of the Prairies (1844), which, through 
his metaphor of the "prairie Of.'Can: reopens the frontier wilhout excluding its 
inhabitants. 

Although the official recognition of Indian title did lillIe to slow the spread 
of a populaee thal, for two·hundred years, had nurtured a belief in an "empty 
eontinent" and the promise of unlimited land to the west, it did force a change 
in the rhetorie of western sell Ie me nt, partieularly in the Southwest. If Anglos 
retained a culturally legitimated belief in their innate right to expand, it was now 
politieally necessary to argue it in new terms. The creation of Indian Territory 
not only drew new lines on the map, carving up the "wilderness" and specifically 
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acknowledging Indians as legitimate residents on that land, it also implicitly 
granted these same rights to Indians farther west. That such promises and 
acknowledgments had been made and broken many times before, and would be 
again, should not blind us to the immediate political necessity of acting as though 
they were inviolate, and to the notion that the people at the time believed them 
to be so. Obviously not all writers attempted new justifications. Francis Parkman 
and other champions of Manifest Destiny wasted little rhetoric on justification, 
new or old. However, tho!>e WTitecs with a stake in the region, or simply more 
familiarity with it, invented new arguments to legitimate U.S. expansion. 

Both the Santa Fe and Oregon trails crossed Indian Territory, a violation of 
both the intent and letter of the act which created that domain. But, in the usual 
pattern of Anglollndian relations, it required only a "renegotiation" of treaties 
to provide for access across the territory while leaving it, theoretically, inviolate.3 

These two trails came into being for markedly different reasons. The Oregon 
Trail was a route of emigration--or, more properly, migration, as the travelers 
considered themselves to be moving to another piece of U.S. territory. Though 
the Oregon territory was at the time jointly claimed by Britain and the U.s., the 
emigration of large numbers of U.S. citizens was justified as a move onto land 
already held by the U.S. (not in need of conquest) and, simultaneously, as 
strengthening the U.s.'s claim 10 sale possession. As territory already conceived 
as belonging to the U.S., Oregon settlement engendered little new rhetorical 
justification, despite the existence of many Native American tribes in the region. 
In addition, though the area was contested by the U.S. and England, both these 
groups were "Anglo" and despite the acrimony between them they shared a 
common culture. The Southwest, however, was in the possession of Mexico 
whose heritage and culture were Spanish, and Anglos on the Santa Fe Trail were 
keenly aware of their outsider status. Moreover, the Santa Fe Trail was opened 
as a route of international trade with the newly independent Mexico and not 
(ostensibly) as a route of territorial expansion." Though the trail opened in 1821, 
commerce on it remained sporadic until the 18305, coinciding with the 

1 
,

establishment of Indian Territory, and significant Anglo settlement did not occur 
until U.S. acquisition in 1846. Because Anglos had no prior claim in the 
Southwest, nor a shared common heritage with its occupants, and due to the 
issues raised by the creation of Indian Territory during its existence, writings j
from the Santa Fe Trail display a growing need to legitimate the Anglo presence. 

A member of one of the caravans which opened the Santa Fe Trail, Thomas 
James writes of the West as a wilderness open to Anglo conquest.s His Three 
Years Among fhe Mexicans and /ndwns though recognizing the e.'cistence of other 
peoples in the West, relies on the stock rhetoric of the Anglo conquest of 
America-the opposition of "civilization" to "primitive"-to dismiss these people's 
rights to possession of the land. A wide-ranging lext covering a series of 
expeditions onlo the Great Plains from 1809 to 1822, Three Years is a personal 
account to a large degree dedicated to explaining why his seYeral ventures were 
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all commercial disasters.~ But this personal vindication, however important it may 
have been for him psychologically, is not the immediate cause of his writing the 
book. James, writing two decades after his adventures, is as much concerned with 
the future as the pase Though,like Gregg, James was engaged in commerce, his 
title appeals to the reader of travel and adventure writing-recounting a journey 
~among" the Other-but as his opening paragraph indicates, his purpose goes 
directly to American territorial expansion: 

I have often amused myself and friends, by relating stories of my adventures 
in the West, and am led 10 believe ... that my life in the Prairies and 
Mountains for three year5, is worthy of a record more enduring than their 
memories. I have passed a year and a half on the head waters of the 
Missouri and among the gorges of the Rocky Mountains, as a hunter and 
trapper, and two years among the Spaniards and Camanches lsic]. I have ... 
acquired considerable information illustrative ofIndian and Maican charader 
and customs. By a plain unvarnished tale of western life ... I hope to amuse 
the reader who delights in accounts of wild adventure.... If my 
reminiscences, as recorded in the following pages, serve (0 awaken my 
countrymen of the West and South-west, now thank God, including Texas, to 
the importance ofpeaceful and friendly ,dations with the most powerful tribe 
of Indians on the continent, the Camanches, 1 shall not regard the labor of 
preparing these sheets as bestowed in vain. (emphasis added)8 

What begins as a grandfatherly tale of frontier adventure ends up as military 
reconnaissance. Not that James defaults on his promise offrontier adventure, for 
there are plenty of the, now typical, Indian encounters, fights, struggles with 
nalure, and the Iike-but the work's driving force is ideological. The adventure 
tales are warnings which he hopes will "serve to awaken his countrymen~ to the 
dangers in the West and the need for allies. Allies againsl whom? one may ask. 
As his reference to Texas suggests, the danger does nol come from Indians or 
nature, but from foreign powers. One needs allies to free this land from the 
despotic rule of Mexico, or more broadly, from the lack of any rule. Though 
there are Indian groups which James finds dangerous, his finaneial failures are 
finally due not to physical attack but the inability to reco....er monetary damages 
from theft or to receive payment when he extends credit. On the Plains he wishes 
the U.S. to impose its law on the Indians, whom he considers to have no law, 
and in the case of the Santa Fe trade to displace the ~bad" or despOlic law of 
Mexico. It is not ~wilderness~ ",ith whieh James contends, it is the failure of the 
U.S. to properly extend itself, its law-a task which he hopes his work ",ill help 
fulfill. Though his problems are in fact ~international: his insistence that 
anything other than U.s. law is no law at all effectively denies the legitimacy of 
Indian and Mexican cultures. Thus, despite writing in 1846, James still images the 
Wesl in the pre-Indian Territory terms of his own experiences from 1809 to 1822. 
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For James, the 1Tans-Mississippi west is a "wilderness" in which the irruption of 
Spanish settlements in New Mexico appears no more unusual than Indian 
settlements across the plains, and he grants little more legitimacy to their 
territorial claims than he does to those of the Indians. Though he acknowledges 
Mexican rule in New Mexico he clearly sees the land as "up for grabs"-that is, 
unmarked by legitimate territorial boundaries. 

Late in the work, James notes that, "I have always been [fue to my country, 
and uniformly studied to advance the interest of my countrymen in aJl my 
transactions with the savages and Spaniards...."9 This phrasing raises the issue 
of who is civilized and who is not, and thus who is entilled to this new land. This 
might seem an unremarkable usage reflecting normative nineteenth-century 
distinctions between barbaric (Indian) and civilized (Spanish) peoples, but with 
an opening that advocates an alliance with the Comanches and which thanks God 
that Texas is frce (from Mexico) it suggests that, rather than making a distinction 
between savage and Spaniard, James here equates them. Either reading, 
however, contradicts the attributes he grants to the two groups earlier in the 
work. James arrives in New MexiCO just in time to help celebrate Mexico's 
independence from Spain. Because the Mexicans "said they knew nothing of the 
rule of proceeding in such cases," James creates a Fourth-of-July style ceremony 
complete with liberty pole, a flag, and military salute. IO This formal ceremony 
completed, the Mexicans proceed with their own style of celebration, ~a scene of 
universal carousing and revelry.... No Italian carnival ever e~eded this 
celebration in thoughtlessness, vice and licentiousness of every deS<"ription."n 
James generalizes his repugnance of Mexican ways to all Mediterranean peoples 
with his analogy to an Italian carnival, thus marking a distinction between Anglos 
and even other Europeans (probably reflecting Protestant and Catholic 
antipathies as well). After documenting further specifics of this celebration, 
James finishes his description of the Mexicans by saying, "I saw enough during 
this five days revelry to convince me that the repUblicans were unfit to govern 
themselves or any body else."" 

Having dispensed of Mexican "rights" to home rule, James turns his attention 
to the Indians: "The Indians [Pueblos) acted with more moderation and reason 
in their rejoicing than the Spaniards." Then, describing how well and richly 
dressed these Indians are and that these are products of their own manufacture, 
he adds: 

The Americans ....lth their Tariff and "protection of home industry" might 
learn a lesson from these wise and industnous Indians. I heard nothing 
among them of a Tariff to protect (heir "domestic manufactures.~ They 
worked and produced and protection came of itself without lhe curse of 
government interference.1J 
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In these comparisons, a.<; elsewhere in the work, James links domestic virtue to 
public policy. Oearly, at least in comparison to the Mexicans, these Indians share 
the domestic values James champions and, equally clearly, the lack of thesc 
domestic values and industry on the part ofthc Mexicans makes them, in James's 
opinion, unfit to govern even though they now espouse "republican" prineiples. 
Moreover, not only are they unfit to govern themselves but James implicitly sets 
the Indians free of their custody as well by implying that they could set their own 
tariffs. But James sets the Indians "free" of Mexico only to degrade Mexican 
authority not to establish Pueblo autonomy. Although his celebration of Indian 
"industry" threatens to make them superior even to Americans, because for 
James they remain just Indians, the description appe~ more as an indication of 
their potential worth as trading partners and allies-natural resources of the New 
Mexican wilderness-rather than as an acknowledgment of their right to the 
land. 

We may also see in James's criticism of tariffs an argument for U.S. 
expansion. James's criticism is directed at tariffs because as "protection of home 
industry" they reflect an attitude of isolationism, an unwillingness, even fear, of 
expansion. Implicitly, James suggests that we might well expect the unproductive 
Mexicans to require a tariff, but the U.S. which must be at least as capable as the 
Indian should not need one. Further, such tariffs apply to international trade, 
between the States there are no such tariffs, so James's chiding of his fellow 
Americans-in 1845-is another argument that they should not fear acquiring 
this territory.14 

As will Gregg, James fills much of his account of time spent in Mexico with 
other anecdotes of the laek of justice in Mexican law, all of which serve to 
further undermine the legitimacy of Mexican government and justify U.S. 
expansion. In addition, although the fever of "manifest destiny" may not have 
required it, James does his best to make some aspect of (New) Mexico desirable. 
As noted, his description of the Pueblo Indians made them into model citizens, 
and he extends this quality to all the Indians of the territory even, significantly, 
unto coa.<;taJ access to the Pacific: 

a11 the tribes, the Utahs, the Navahoes, and others inhabiting the 
country Weff of the Mountains fo the Gulf of CalifomiLl, like those in 
[New] Mexico, lived in comfortable houses, raised wheat and corn, and 
had good mills for grinding their grain. J saw many specimens of their 
skills in the useful arts, and brought home with me some blankets and 
counterpanes, of Indian manufacture, of excellent workmanship, which 
J have used in my family for twenty-five years. They are, generally far 
in advance of the Spaniards around them, in all the ans of ci~'i1i=ed Ufe 
as in the virtues lhar give value 10 national character. (emphasis added)15 
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Though a testament to the ~virtues· of the Ind ian inhabitants, this passage serves 
primarily as an argument for the value of the land: this is territory worth fighting 
for. 16 And it should not escape our attention that if this is land worth fighting 
for, James does not conceive of that fight as being with the Indians-"territory" 
belongs to "civilized" cultures, the Indians just come with it. Despite James's 
characterization of these Indians as possessing the "arts of civilized life," he 
denies them the possession of territory. The "national character" to which they 
may "give value" will be that of the U.S.-<mce it lakes possession. 

Which returns us to "savages and Spaniards"-in this case, James's usage of 
"Spaniards" insteactof "Mexicans· in his closing pages seems significant: Spain is 
"civilized," Mexico may be another maUer. James's descriptions ·savage· the 
Mexicans morally and politically, and inversely "civilize" the Indians, but James 
knows that this is just rhetoric, For James, and his contemporaries, this land 
belongs to Mexico and so it will be with Mexicans that war, if necessary, will be 
waged. Merico by dint of its European heritage is not barbaric, bUI it can be 
rhetorically made so by showing it to have failed in the "civili.ring mission" which 
would mark a truly civilized people-not only has. Spain not civilized the Indians 
(to the extent that they are so James credits to their own industry) it is providing 
a negative example. In addition, as. Gregg will make more e,qllicit, Merico is 
stagnant-no evolution, no civilization, and this also marks the limits of the 
"civilized" qualities of the Indian:;:,--the stagnancy of whose cultures will be a 
commonplace of nineteenth-century ethnography. As a result, the duality 
necessary to define AnglOS as civilized is reconstructed and, further, they are 
presented with an object on which to exercise their "will to civilize." 

James's central argument is that there is a need for the U.S. to extend its 
dominion over these lands in order to institute "Iaw and order"-that is, 
civilization. Though he argues for an alliance with the Comanches in order to 
accomplish this takeover, his rhetoric remains that of conquering an "empty" 
wildernes:;:,--unmarked by territorial boundaries, whose inhabitants, because 
"uncivilized," can be ignored. Nevertheless, James's acknowledgment that these 
Indians possess civilized virtues and his rec,ognition that New Mexico is possessed 
by Mexioo begins the shift in the rhetoric of U.S. e.qlansion to the west. There 
can no longer be the pretense of an uncontested spread of U.S. population into 
"uninhabited" lands, though it is still possible to deny the legitimacy of the 
inhabitants' claims. James argues for expansion, but wilhout trying 10 imagine the 
consequences of the multicultural mixing which would be its result. It will wait 
for Josiah Gregg, as a professed resident of New Mexico, to attempt 10 resolve 
the contradicti.ons inherent in continued U.S. expansion into "occupied territory." 

Between James's Santa Fe expedition in 1821 and Gregg's first in 1831 the 
geo-political landscape changed. Gregg's Santa Fe Trail years occur during the 
resettlement of eastern Indians into Indian Territory. What for James was an 
unmarked wilderness on the other side of the Mississippi is for Gregg 
demarcated territory. The political realities of Indian Territory and the 
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recognition of Mexico's borden; meant that for Gregg in 1831, "wilderness" only 
stretched for approximately 500 miles: from Council Grove, 150 miles west of 
Independence, Missouri, where the Santa Fe caravans formally organized, to a 
point "nearly a hundred and forty miles from Santa Fe" where they "abandoned 
the organization of [their] caravan" because of the dangers of the wild. 17 James 
apparently had no trouble reconciling his perception of the land as wilderness 
with his assumption that the U.S. government should and could have eAeeted its 
law across that wilderness. But for Gregg, the factual extension of U.S. 
authority-the creation of a "terrjtory~ of Indians, and the existence of the nation 
of Mexico-marked a closure of the wilderness. Gregg's trans-Mississippi West 
is delimited by a series of political borders, whose inhabitants have legal 
juri!id.iction and must be taken into account. Or, in the technical sense, the land 
has changed from "wilderness" to "frontier"-that is, a territorial border. 

Because of the structure ofCommerce, Gregg'sshifting attempts to deal with 
this new reality have been preserved. In his introduction, Gregg describes 
Commerce of lhe Prairies as having TWO components: his "personal narrative" and 
his "observations: or "natural history." The four chapters of "personal narrative" 
in Volume One chronicle his first trip to Santa Fe and speak primarily through 
the voice of the naive traveler, though occasionally interrupted by lhe voice of 
the older, more experienced Gregg. The subsequent chapters are a compilation 
of "observations" recorded throughout Gregg's ten years in New Mexico and, 
despite his claim that they have been ~digested," often betray radically different 
attitudes toward particular events. IS Though Gregg's shifting voice complicates 
the reading of the work it also enriches ii, for if Gregg had more thoroughly 
"digested" his observations, his developing response to a delimited West would 
hav~ been lost. 

Gregg's ·personal narrative" of his first trip displays a young man's desire to 
portray himself in the wilderness. He utilizes the standard rhetoric of the West, 
insisling on its characterization as an empty wilderness. But this attempt to deny 
the closure created by Indian Territory breaks down almost immediately, as 
evidenced in an early passage recording the trip through Indian Territory to 
Council Grove where the caravan will form. Although the lack of formal 
organization of the caravan until Council Grove is indicative of the settled nature 
of this territory he insists on the land's emptiness: 

Early on the 26th of May we reached the long looked-for rendezvous of 
C,ouncil Grove, where we joined the main body of the caravan. Lest this 
imposing title suggest to the reader a snug and thriving village, its should be 
observed, that, on the day of our departure from Independence. we passed 
the laSl human a.bode upon our rOUle; therefore, from the borders of Missouri 
to those of New Mexico not even an Indian settlement greeted our eyes. 
(emphasis added)'9 
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In fact. Gregg has been traveling through settled Indian Territory, though the 
trail avoids those settlements, and, as he will describe, he routinely meets 
nomadic Indians on the plains who carry their ~abodes" with them. But, even 
without acknowledging this he goes on to say, "All those who have travelled these 
delightful regions, look forward with an:ciety to the day when the Indian title to 
the land shall be extinguished, and flourishing 'white' settlements dispel the 
gloom which at present prevails over this uninhabiled country" (emphasis 
added).2lJ Although Gregg's use of "anxiety" here may be consistent ",ith a 
definition of "anxious" as "earnestly desirous," the conflict between "delightful" 
and "gloom," and between "uninhabited lands" and "Indian thle" suggests that it 
more likely reflects its definition as "uneasiness or trouble of mind."!! Gregg's 
uneasiness of mind results from the conflict between the old rhetoric and the 
new reality of Indian Territory: he is caught in the double-bind of insisting on 
emptiness while calling for "eX1inguishing" the Indian's title to the land which his 
own government has just instituted. Yel, by the time he \Vfites his ethnographies 
at the end of Volume Two he is able to revise his position and argue in favor of 
Indian Territory. 

What eliminates Gregg's uneasiness of mind and need to deny the closure 
of Indian Territory, is his development of an analogy between the prairies and 
the ocean, and a concomitant distinction between "Frontier" and "Plains" 
Indians.22 Perhaps led to this melaphor by his noting the "navigability" of the 
Missouri, Gregg describes Independence as "the general 'port of embarkation' 
for ... the .. .'prairie occan.'"ZJ Whether Gregg borrowed this metaphor-as his 
setting it in half-quotes suggests---or invented it-in which case its continually 
being set offin quotes would be for emphasis, he will hereafter use the metaphor 
as a literal description. Repeatedly, Gregg remarks on hi!> use of seX1ant and 
compass to determine his position as he na"igates across this "'prairie ocean' ... 
[where] not a single landmark is to be secn.... All is level as the sea, and the 
compass was our surest, as well as principal guide."Ji Or, bemoaning the lack of 
authority of caravan "captains," he notes Ihat it is "to be regretted that some 
system of 'maritime law' has not been introduced" to give them legal authority 
over their charges.:!'i And late in the work he issues a call for an international 
agreement 10 provide protection for the caravans, "whereby the armies of eithcr 
[Mexico and the U.S.l might indiscriminately range upon this desert, as ships of 
war upon the ocean."Jb This last is of particular note because Gregg is aware that 
the area in question-wilderness or not-is not unclaimed territory. But his 
conccrn for protection is not from the claimants-Mexico and the U.S., bUI from 
the occupanls-that is, the Plains Indians, including James's desired allies, the 
Comanches. 

ft is in regard to the question of "territory" that "prairie ocean" shifts from 
simple metaphor to rhetorical argument. The status of Indians to the west (If 
Indian Territory was ambiguous, but the logie of the resettlement of Eastern 
Indians beyond the Mississippi suggested lhat Indians 10 the west would be 
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allowed to remain where they were. The rhetoric of the 'prairie ocean" allows 
Gregg to distinguish the 'Plains Indians' from the "Frontier Indians· to whom his 
government has granted title to Indian Territory. By making the "desert" into a 
"prairie ocean" Gregg turns their land into water and makes OCOlpancy, and so 
claims of possession, seem absurd. The ~Plains Indians· become akin to whaling 
fleets roaming the sea-albeit in search of buffalo.17 Moreover, they become 
pirates when they demand goods in e.~hange for passage through their lands. 
Gregg dislikes Mexican tarifCs, but he recognizes their right to have them. He 
makes no such concession for the Plains Indians whom he has literarily cast 
adrift. However, if Gregg denies them rights and makes of them pirates, by doing 
so he overturns James's assumption of authority over them and returns them to 
the "wilderness." 

Gregg's "prairie ocean" reopens the West not by characterizing the Great 
Plains tribes as illegitimate occupiers, but by characterizing the land as 
uninhabitable. Just as Pike had declared the southern plains useless because a 
desert, so too Gregg ironically emphasizes their "ocean" status by their lack of 
water: "It will now readily be inferred that the Great Prairies ... are, as has 
before been intimated, chiefly uninhabitable-not so much for want ofwood ... 
as of soil and water ... they are mostly of a sterile character. ..."211 This 
characterization insists that this space will remain an open wilderness. 
Uninhabitable, it cannot be territorialized and thus it becomes a place upon 
which "armies ... might indiscriminately range ... as ships of war upon the 
ocean." 

This rhetoric of the ocean, though it reopens the West for Gregg, carries 
with it a problem: in order for it to remain open, it must remain uninhabitable. 
There is of course no point in reopening the West if it is nothing but ocean, 
there must be someplace to get to. Thus the rhetoric of the "prairie ocean" 
makes an even more striking if only implicit argument: if the land beyond Indian 
Territory is an ocean, on its far shore must lie a new world into which Gregg's 
generation of Anglos can expand-and for Gregg that is New Mexico. But, this 
"new world" was not only already inhabited but claimed, territorialized, by 
another "civilized" power. Unlike James, Gregg is very conscious of the question 
of boundaries, and he comes too late on the trail to pretend ignorance. James 
"emptied" New Mexico (opening it to settlement) through a radical description 
of the inhabitants which negated their claims-an extension of the rhetoric that 
had "emptied" the East. Whereas Gregg will use his geographical analogy not to 
empty New Mexico but to isolate it so as to open it to a new concept of 
settlement. 

Rather than declare the inhabitants "unfit" as did James, Gregg 
geographically isolates New Mexico so that it may be conceived as independent 
of either the U.S. or Mexico, and thus potentially open to a "new" settlement. 
Particularly for Anglo-Europeans the "empty" New World had represented a 
place to start afresh, but by the mid-nineteenth century such dreams were 
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severely constricted. The western frontier ~rved to keep the concept alive, bUl 
the politicaJ and demographic realities of the spread of European powers and 
peoples were rapidly ~filling' even the West. Gregg solves the dilemma of 
reaching an occupied new world on the far shore of his ocean by making New 
Mexico a "desert island" nolthe territorialized mainland.:!; His descriptions of the 
desert lands between the New Mexico settlements and tlis next poiIlt of trade to 
lAe ~uth, Chihuahua, make them the equal to the ocean he has crossed on the 
Great Plains. If he fails to call them an ocean, it is perhaps due to a reluctance 
to infringe too deeply on Mexican authority.JO His opening paragraph of Chapter 
Seven, "Geography of New Mexico; however, makes this isolation absolute: 

New Mexico possesses but a few of those Mlural advantages. which are 
necessary to an)1hing like a rapid progress in cil'ilizotiotl. Though bounded 
north and east by the territory of Ihe United States, south by that of Tcxa" 
and Otihuahua, and west by Upper California, it is surrounded by chains of 
mountains and prairie wilds, extending to a rJistance of 500 miles or more, 
except in the direction of Chlhuahua, from which its settlements are 
separated by an unpcoprcd desert of l1t:arly twO hundred miler-ana' !Virlloul 
a single means of communicarion by waler willI any other part of lite ...·orld. 
(emph:lSis added)]1 

We may first note the contrast between Gregg's Jack of "communication by 
water' and James who specifically gave New Mexico ac~~~ 10 the Gulf of Mexico 
through his assertion of continuous Indian settlements to the west. This Jack may 
seem gratuitous due to Gregg's own characlerualion of the prairies a.<>ocean, but 
a real Dcean-"a natural advanlage"-would make New Mexico accessible to any 
civilized power. But, "dc~ert oceans" .ue readily "nat'igable- only by Americans 
with their advanced, wheeled technology. The Mexicans conduct all their 
transport trade It) and from the interior of Mexico by mule train. l2 This lack of 
access creates the lack of ~al1ything like a rapid progre~s in civilization," and that 
lack of progress is what makes New Mexico desirable. Desirable, because 'lack 
of progress in civilization" is equivalent to 'unci\'iJized.~ and so if not an empty 
wilderness at least open to imagining a new civilization. 

But if the "prairie ocean~ ha." reopened the frontier closed by Indian 
Territory, imagining New Mexico as an "island~ accepts another form of closure. 
The island of Nc..... Mexico may allow Gregg 10 conceive it as a "ne..... woehJ" open 
to Anglo settlement, bUI il admits thai even this world is delimited. Further, 
Gregg's geographic isolation of New Mexico cannot -t:mptf it. Though in his 
defense of the Indian Removals at the end of his work he will revert \0 an 
argument of the e~..entjal nature of Indian:;, as migratory, such an argument is 
ineffective against New Mexico's Mexica.n and Pueblo population. As a result he 
is forced to "a.ceepl" the current rtsillents and develop new rhetorical stratcgies 
to Icgiti:natc Anglo presence. 
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Fortuitously, Gregg's ~enc(ld[ing of] the physical terrain as just as much a 
player in the drama of contact as the human panicipants, with the landscape 
variously enabling, thwarting, or even eYoking human actions and desires," allows 
him to do just Ihis.33 By "containing" New Mexico through its geographical 
isolation he rhetorically frees its inhabitants from external political and cultural 
forces, allowing Anglos to view them simply as other people (not the Other) 
among whom they will settle in New Mexico. Just as his invention of the "prairie 
ocean" allowed him to make a distinction between the rights of Frontier Indians 
and those of the Plains, his making an island of New Mexico allows him to 
isolate Mexicans from Mexico and Pueblos from other Indians and accept their 
presence in his "new world." 

This use of the land marks a significant difference between James and 
Gregg. Because James rctains the logic of the "empty" wildcrness, he must 
legitimate the "conquest" of New Mexico through a radical description of the 
people-Mexicans are savages, the (Pueblo) Indians civilized-thereby removing 
the Mexican's "ci\ilized" claim to territory, while making the land desirable 
because of the civilized qualities of the Indians (to whom he nevertheless denies 
possession). Gregg, on the other hand, by allowing its own geography to isolate 
New Mexico-to make it available-is able to deradicalize the description of its 
inhabitants. As in the following passage describing Gregg's first arrival in Santa 
Fe, which Olhcrvrise mirrors Jamcs's first experience, the Mexicans become cxotic 
rather than threatening: 

The arrival produced a great deal of bustle and excitement among the 
natives. "LosAmericanos!"-"Los CO"os"-"La entrada de fa coramnar were 
to be heard in every direction; and crowds of women and boys floeked 
around to see the new-comers; while crowds of liperos hung about as usual 
to see what they could pilfer. The wagoners were by no mcans free from 
excitement on this occasion.lnformed of the 'ordeal' they had to pass, they 
had speRl the previous morning in 'rubbing up;' and now they were prepared 
with clean faces, sleek and combed hair, and their choicest Sunday suit, to 
mect the 'fair eyes' of glistcning black that were sure to stare at them as thcy 
passed.34 

Only the leperos mar this entrance, even if we detect some irony in the "fair," 
black eyes. Unlike James who stands appalled at the "vice" of Mexican 
celebrations. Gregg notes that "lhe wagoners, and many of the traders, especially 
the novices, floeked to the numerous fandangoes...."35 Not only are the 
Mexicans in Gregg not threatening, they are welcoming. By relying on geography. 
Gregg is able to convert New Mexico's residents from a problem to an asset. 
Indeed, as he further de\'elops them, Gregg's descriptions of New Mexico and 
its inhabit ants initiate a rhetoric of "multiculturalism" lhat will become central to 
Anglo settlers' cultural identity as "New Mexicans."J(\ 
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But this passage also marks the shift in \"oiu:, Gregg is. no longer one of the 
~novices· flocking to fMdangoes, instead, the voice of the experienced Grellg 
intervenes in the specracJe of the arrival to discuss trade tariffs which "are 
extremely OPP[l;::ssive.~ GccgraphicaJ isolation can only lake Gregg so far and his 
tuming to the subject of tarifh; allows him to begin a process uf politically 
isolating New Mexico. Gregg's discussion of this tariff reveals that it is controlled 
in New Mexia) by the whim of Governor Armijo. who at one point "establistu:d 
a lariff ofhis own, entirely arbitrary~ (emphasis original).l1 Though Armijo's tariff 
is btet revok.ed and only the official tariffs imposed, "How much of these duties 
round their way to the public treasury, [Gregg) .....ill not venture to assert.')8 But 
the despotic rule which James had invoked 10 undermine the Mexican people, 
Gregg uses to reinforce the l$Ol"'tion of New Mexico from Mexico. Gregg is 
consist~ntly careful to separate "Mexicans" from Mexican law and even more so 
to shift Mexican law into Mexico-GO'o'ernor Armijo represents the external 
power of Mexico not the indigenous population. 

James's Thrte Years recorded only what ~was' in New Mexico, ur from his 
point of view, only what "js,~ for even Ihough writing a. quaner·ccntury after the 
fact he makes no admowleJgment that things might have ch~n8ed. As a visitor, 
Jame!> records the seen as the real; he makes no attempt to put <lIly actions into 
conlext, to imagine how he filS into the moment he records. He stands aloof, a 
witness to afaC! which he imagines ill; having neither a past nor a future in \1.flich 
he plays a part. In con1rasl, following his "personal narrative,~ Gregg dcclares 
himself a resident of New MexiC(1 and proceeds tu write its hiS1ory-not merely 
out uf a pedantic des.ire to reoord it-hut to place himself within that history. 
Not surprisingly then, his history records a series. of "political" moments in the 
s.etlJernent of New Mexico concluding with the yea~ of his residency. in which 
he himself is a player.:lO ]t is then vcry much his histnry-Grcgg is no longer an 
alien visitor but a logical component of the region, and hi~ hislOI)' is written from 
that perspective, 

As a result, the ensuing ehapters, ~Geography of New Mexico," ~MirtCS uf 
New Mc:<ico: "Domestic Animals,~ ~Arts. and Sciences," "Dress. and Customs: 
"Government of New Merica," clc., can no longer be read as spoken from 
outside the culture. Though mueh of thc ir con lent describel> "otherness," they do 
so through a \'oice placed in a relation to it. This is not to imply Ihat Gre~g hal> 
abanduned his Anglo idemity, nor that he :lttcmpls to diminish the dislincllve 
quali1ies uf Mexicans or various Indian tribes. To the contrary, his descriplionl> 
arc dedicated to enumerating Ihe diffcrences. Rut bcC:lUSC he hils. placed himself 
in this history, lh~sc differences cease to be the oppositional pairing of 
CiviliJ:::ltion versus the Other. Rather, Gregg is in lhc process of develuping a 
new identity for his is.land new worll}: "New Mexican"-an identilY in whieh he 
(implicitly aJ] Anglos) along with all these groups will participale. 

Gregg's invention of the "prairie ucean~ reopens lhe rrontier "c!o<;ed" by the 
creation of Indian Terri1Ory, but it CMUlot return the wildcrncs~. Gregg is only 
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able to "re-opcn" the West by creating a new enclosed space-the "island" of 
New Mexico. Long before Turner would declare it, Gregg and others were forced 
to acknowledge the delimiting of the West and acknowledge the presence of 
Others in the New World. Gregg's "island" of New Mexico is a new world upon 
which he ean stHI project his desires, but it requires a new rhetoric-no longer 
one of denial or displacement of other cultures but of negotiation with them. 

NOTES 

1. I follov.' Ihe commollplare Southwest usage of "Anglo" as a general referent to "Amerieans' 
of European descent because it provides a useful group label (no more accurate or inaccUTate 
than "Indian"), and, more imJXIrtantly, because it avoids the problem of implicitly accepting 
the European.American presumptions 01 right to ~on which the use or "American' 
would suggest-or the unwieldiness (with little gain ill precisi.on) of 'United States eitizens." 

William Cronan, 'Turner's First Stand' in Wriling Westem History, cd. Richard Erulain 
(Albuquerque: U New Mexico P, 1991),82·83, notes that Turner meant laI1d 'free or rents' 
not "inhabitrmls.' While Turner did ackn<;Jwledge the existence of Indians, lhey err~tively 

"disappear" following thi.s ackll<;JwlMgment, leaving the land empty. Moreover even Turner's 
more Cechnical usage is incorrect. If individuals did not pay exorbiCant rents to landholders, 
there ",-as, neverthele.ss, a wbstamial monetary cost to Indian displacement. The Indian 
Removals established a national JXllicy o( compensating Indians for land, thus incurring a large 
and ongoing cost to the federal government. Beyond these dir~t payments, the cost of 
maintaining the Army of the West (dedicated to eradicating or containing lndiaas) was 
enonnous. Turner emphasizes ~onomics as central to American developmellt, but by ig.noring 
the price paid for western lands by the government he ~till erases the Indian from the 
landscape. Similarly, Michael C. Steiner. 'Turner and Western Regiollalism' (Etulain, Writing, 
122), quotes Turner's "Wisconsin palimpsest'-mound builders, IndiatLS, French, New Yorkers 
and Vermonters-to sUpJXIrt claims of Turner's inclusion of Native Americ~ But this series 
of "peoples" mask5 the binary division between Native Americans and Europeans in the 
mO'o'ement from 'Indian" to "French." The "mound builders" and "Indians" disappear. the 
EuropeallS remaiu. 
2. For a (ull discussion of the creation and expectatiollS for Indian Territory see Richard 
White, "ft's YOIU Misfortllne and None of My Own"; A Nl!w {fistory of lhe American West 
(Norman: U or Oklahoma P, 1991), especially OJ.apter Four, 85 -118. 
3. The lack of coherent thinking regarding U.S. JXIlicy toward Indians may be seen in the 
contradiction between the hct that the Santa Fe Trail was established as a route of comme,ce 
prior to the creation of Indian Territory, but when lndiall Territory was established this was 
not taken into account-though this may be attributM in part to the relati~ely l<;Jw level of 
activity on the trail until the 1830s. 
4. Defore there could be a Sallta Fe Trail it was, of course, necessary for the U.S. to b~ome 

aware of New Mexico. Perhapi not surpris;ngly-given the history of European expansion into 
the New World-despite New Mexic<;J's having been a Spanish territory for two.hundrM.fifty 
years, Zebulon Pike "discovered' it in 1807. To be fair, unlike Columbus.. Pike knew it was 
there, he just claimcd he didn't loJow where. Pike's mi~ion puc New Mexico on the map, but 
his analogy of the southern Great Plains to the Sahara gave them their reputation as the 
Great American Desert and put a damper, in both the official and JXIpular imaginalion, on 
U.S. colonizing interests in lhe area. Pike's e:qJedition did h<;Jwever lead to the expansion of 
the fur trade into the Rock")' Mountains and following Mexiean independence in 1821, which 
opened the border to trade, aided in plotting the trail to Santa Fe. 
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5. Though J3D1es publWies Three Yean AmorlB Ik Moicaru IUVi Indians in 1846, rwo ye:m 
alter Josiah Gregg'~ C~t! ()fthe ProWs, he retairu; tbe. rbetofic CQmmon lit ttle time of 
his travels, 1809-1822, \lo'mle Gregg's wort ref1el:,ts; his experieoce {rom 11131 to 1844. 
6. Jauu:s'g adVentures begin when he joins the Missouri Fur Company in 1809 and goes rur
trapping along the Uppt'T Missouri. He retunu lo 1810, brote, spends the BeU ten years in 
trade in the U.S. and in 182J leads one or the ~ caravans to New Muieo whose journeys 
an ronsidered to rnatk the "()pening" of the Santa Fe TraiL 1biIi 100 li II commercial Cailun. 
lbe nat year he makes oue more trading expedition onto the Oreal Plains to trade with the 
Q.lmanches. Moreover, James is writing front memory. Though he kept ajourJUlI oCtUs tn.Yc4. 
if was destroyed in one of h.il; IJilihaps. As a result, though he includes dales and writes as 
though he has facts at his finger tips, this loss, combined with the lapse o(lweUly-(i~ yean. 
netween his travel~ and his writing 'Crees" him to shape his recolJectioQ/l to suit his present 
purposes-tending both a more romantic' air to bU adventures and llll ideological drive to his 
analy5is. 
7. As James sta!1'.K, ~plicitly, in ~he la'Sl pages of the work: he has already cleared his debts: 
"'The wbole is not paid: ia the twenty years which have intervened, I discharged all my 
debts. . ,." and he has tbe "consolation of being able to recall (0 my mind several 
manifestations of the confidence and ellteem of my fdlow citiZens...." and now he can 1cok 
forward cheerfully and hopefully on the coming days ..." (Thomas Jameii, 1Mee Yea,.,.Amt:lfl,!{ 
the Mexica/lS and b"JjOIU, 11846; Phlladclphia: J. B. lippincott Co., 19621. 164 arld 165). As 
may be seen in tbe sllbsequent quotes, James's rhetoric ill strikingly 5imilar to Benjamin 
Pullklin's in his iilHobiography, and much ofhi5 'vindication" follows a 5imilar ethic of being 
able to e{punge the record of the past by sub:lCquent actions. 
ft lnomas James, Three Yeol:f Among the Mexicans and Jrtdumv, (1846; Philadelphia: 
J. B. LipPincott Co., 1!)62), 2. 
9. James, Three Yean", 165. 
W. James, Three Year;, 87. Jame:; alternates between wing Spaniard and Mexican., an 
understandable response in 1821 becawe Me,Uc() haa just declaIl~d independence. But ....e 
should not forger James is writing in 1845, lUId thUll his ambiguous identifications ~[Ve to 
flmher unde-rcut M~ean authority or capability for self·rule. 
n. James, Three Year;, 88. 
12. Thill, 89. 
n. Ibid. 
H. Further, Jame:;'5 5nipe al tariffs al50 appears to he an 3n:tchromslic commcnt on
 
rontelllpol1lry (1846) policy nOI those in effect in 1821.
 
15. lames, Three Yeal:f, 90.
 
Hi. lil1\'le.s's ~Ttions about the natute of Indian settlements to the west is simply untrue; thc
 
Hopis in northern Arizona ilfC the Ia:;[ 'Pueblo' selllcmcnts; the rcst of [he area is !iparsely
 
populated by nomadic Apaches or further south by Ihe more sedentary, but not pueblo
 
building, Y~'1u;. E~n James', ~ment of New Mexico, itself, stands in conlrast to Gregg
 
(who, as is hereafter dbcussed. W:'\5 der-idedly less cxpansiouisric than James), who S3JS of New
 
Mexico, PI'bere is no part of the civilized globe, pethap!i, where the Arls have been $0 mUlCh
 
nedected, and the prog.rcss of Sci~l1ce so succe~fully impeded' (Josia.~ Gregg. Commerce of
 
the Prairies, [1844; Norman: U Oklahoma P. 19541140)
 
17. JOllian Greg&, CommrfCe uflht Prlliricl, (1844; NOffil3Il: U Oklahoma P, 1954),75. II is
 
eYen arguable thai:. consideriOi, tb~t milibry cscort (wh~n it wtl:i providerl) 'W~nt llllother 250
 
miles beyond Counc(/ GrO'>"e to the reco~iUd limits of U.S. juri!idiction and Jndian Territory,
 
the wilderness was reduced to nair thaI.
 
l8. Gregg. Commerce, 7·6.
 
19. Gregg. Commerce, 2'1. 
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